Miller High students, as earlier suggested, associated mostly on the basis of common interests and affinities within interracial, cross-track, and sometimes even cross-gender peer-generated groups. Describing the cafeteria, Tim Whittle recalled that "male jocks [black and white] had a table, girl jocks [black and white] had a table, the eggheads [black and white] had a table . . .," and so on. Overwhelmingly, graduates remembered blacks and whites getting along within and across the peer groups.
1
African American Joanne Pet's recollection captured the civil rights mood of the time:
Given that it was five or six years after Martin Luther King and the civil rights [movement] , I was right there on the crest of it. So I didn't feel the effect of racism . . . I don't remember any incident that I felt that I was discriminated against because I was black . . . My friends, basically, they were all white.
However, structural forces-namely a split, inconsistent, and at times grossly insensitive faculty-divided students into winners and losers, neglected whole segments of students, and, as we shall see, crossed boundaries of propriety with their charges. Additionally, a continually pressing hierarchy of academic tracks continued to constrict the range of possible relationships of Miller High students even as they expanded their relationships across racial, gender, and track divides. Structural forces notwithstanding, within the setting of an increasingly suburban town and a national atmosphere of expanding civil rights, the Border-Crossing Generation interacted more democratically than the previous generation, although it never directly protested the status quo.
Peer Relationships

New Constructions of Race Relations and the Role of Peer Groups
From the majority of white students' perspectives, as suggested by recollection of both white and black graduates, outsiders were not the black students, but the minority white racist students whose discriminatory behaviors would quickly be brought to a halt by white peers. Unlike the Divided Generation, when black students who were assaulted by white peers sought help from school authorities, black students of the Border-Crossing Generation found ready help from most of their white peers. There seemed to be a more deeply integrated sense of racial equality among white students of the Border-Crossing Generation. This deepened sense of racial equality on part of the majority of white youth in the 1970s was further evidenced in the schisms in racial attitudes within white families, as the new generation of whites sought friendships with blacks against parental wishes. Graduates' testimonies further suggested that peer-group affiliation counteracted broader societal inequities and discrimination since belonging to a peer group typically meant belonging to an interracial group. However, students who did not belong to a peer group continued to segregate by race and class. Membership in a peer group offered an identity to layer over raw race and class distinctions. Without the cloak of peer-group appurtenance, one remained exposed as a census data category.
3 As earlier mentioned, using the phrase "social class" to describe peer groups, Tim Whittle recalled:
If you weren't in a social class and you were black, you sat with the black kids. Teresa sat with the girl athletes; Amy sat with the girl athletes. Rona sat with the black girls because she didn't play a sport.
In the cafeteria, black students who were not part of the jock group or any other peer group sat together as black students. Of course, the story is more complex. African American alumna Joanne Pet explained that it
